
Spitsbergen Highlights:
Expedition in Brief 
Our popular Spitsbergen Highlights expedition is ideal for passengers who  

are looking to experience the best of Spitsbergen but are short on time. You  

can pack a lot into just seven days, including a scenic journey along the island’s 

west coast, where you’ll encounter rocky mountains, glaciers, towering cliffs 

and fjords. You’ll be on a constant lookout for wildlife—especially for the 

elusive polar bear. 

Nature is the tour guide: Sea, ice, and weather conditions will determine your trip itinerary. Embrace the unexpected.
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8 departures  |  May and June 2021 

7 days  |  From $4,995 per person

 Embarkation/Disembarkation: 

Longyearbyen, Norway
See Dates and Rates for details.

Ship:

Ultramarine

Ocean Adventurer

Adventure Options: 
See pages 48–49 for more details

     

 Charter flight: 

To/from Oslo, Norway 

 (included in mandatory 

transfer package)

Introduction to Spitsbergen:
Fjords, Glaciers and Wildlife of Svalbard 
Experience everything this island has to offer on our 10-day itinerary, which covers 

western Spitsbergen as well as the stunning fjords and outlying islands to the 

north. You’ll hike the tundra, zip through fjords on a Zodiac and experience vast 

expanses of icebergs. Wildlife-viewing includes walruses, reindeer and polar bears. 

The Norwegian Arctic has been inspiring explorers for centuries—it’s time you 

joined their ranks. 

Nature is the tour guide: Sea, ice, and weather conditions will determine your trip itinerary. Embrace the unexpected.
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3 departures  |  May and June 2021 

10 days  |  From $6,495 per person

 Embarkation/Disembarkation: 

Longyearbyen, Norway
See Dates and Rates for details.

Ship:

Ultramarine

Ocean Adventurer

Adventure Options: 
See pages 48–49 for more details

     

 Charter flight:  

To/from Oslo, Norway 

(included in mandatory 

transfer package)

Enjoying the incredible landscapes of Spitsbergen. Zodiac cruising around Spitsbergen; passengers hiking the Arctic terrain; a pair of walruses.
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